Surgical simulation training in orthopedics: current insights

Background: While the knowledge required of residents training in orthopedic surgery continues to increase, various factors, including reductions in work hours, have resulted in decreased clinical learning opportunities. Recent work suggests residents graduate from their training programs without sufficient exposure to key procedures. In response, simulation is increasingly being incorporated into training programs to supplement clinical learning. This paper reviews the literature to explore whether skills learned in simulation-based settings result in improved clinical performance in orthopedic surgery trainees.

Materials and methods: A scoping review of the literature was conducted to identify papers discussing simulation training in orthopedic surgery. We focused on exploring whether skills learned in simulation transferred effectively to a clinical setting. Experimental studies, systematic reviews, and narrative reviews were included.

Results: A total of 15 studies were included, with 11 review papers and four experimental studies. The review articles reported little evidence regarding the transfer of skills from simulation to the clinical setting. Strong evidence that simulator models discriminate among different levels of experience, varied outcome measures among studies, and a need to define competent performance in both simulated and clinical settings. Furthermore, while three out of the four experimental studies demonstrated transfer between the simulated and clinical environments, methodological study design issues were identified.

Conclusion: Our review identifies weak evidence as to whether skills learned in simulation transfer effectively to clinical practice for orthopedic surgery trainees. Given the increased reliance on simulation, there is an immediate need for comprehensive studies that focus on skill transfer, which will allow simulation to be incorporated effectively into orthopedic surgery training programs.
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Introduction

Recent publications suggest that surgical residents may graduate from their training programs without sufficient clinical exposure to key procedures.1,2 This is thought, in part, to be driven by duty hour restrictions, pressures to increase operating room (OR) efficiency, and the ongoing development of new techniques for trainees to learn.2,3 In their seminal paper, Reznick and MacRae3 suggested that simulation can be used as an adjunct to clinical rotations to increase exposure to different procedures and skills.

Simulation is an appealing teaching tool as it provides residents with an environment in which they can learn new skills with no impact on patient care.4 Residents are able to make mistakes, receive valuable feedback, and improve performance prior to working
with patients, without the time pressures that are omnipresent in traditional clinical teaching situations. Furthermore, the variety of simulation materials available, including synthetic models, animal models, cadavers, and virtual reality allows educators to choose models best suited for teaching specific skills. Not having to rely on patients with real health issues also allows educators and learners to adjust the fidelity of models to create learning experiences which are optimized for the educational needs of the learner. Fidelity is defined as how realistic a simulation model appears to the learner (physical fidelity) or whether the task itself causes similar behavior to what is required in the real world (functional fidelity). While high-fidelity simulators may sometimes better mimic the setting in which trainees will actually perform the skill, having too much information can sometimes interfere with learning. Thus, the ability to adjust the level of fidelity present can be a powerful educational tool.

In 2006, Reznick and MacRae described the evidence on the transfer of skills from simulation models to the OR. Much of the work they presented focused on laparoscopic procedures. Although laparoscopic procedures may have some similarities to procedures performed by orthopedic surgeons, such as arthroscopy, there are distinct technical differences that may influence how well data showing the transfer of laparoscopic skills learned through simulation to the clinical setting may generalize to skills related to orthopedic surgery, especially arthroscopic surgery. For instance, the arthroscopic operative field tends to be much more shallow than the laparoscopic field. This means that operative instruments tend to be shorter and require a different, often larger range of motion that introduces challenges such as increased travel in and out of the operative field and an increased reliance on anatomic landmarks compared with laparoscopy. These technical differences may increase the importance of depth perception and haptic feedback in arthroscopy simulation models.

Although a few studies have looked at the effect training on arthroscopic simulators has on surgical performance in live patients, little evidence has been published examining simulation training for open orthopedic surgical procedures. Thus, further work is required to determine whether simulation training in orthopedic surgery actually improves performance in the clinical environment, and how much weight should be given to performance assessments that have been conducted in simulation. This is a timely issue, given the global shift toward competency-based models of education for surgical trainees which are making increasing use of simulation for teaching and assessment. The purpose of this scoping review was to identify and summarize the existing literature regarding the effectiveness of transfer of skills related to the specialty of orthopedic surgery learned through simulation.

**Materials and methods**

The databases used to conduct this search were Ovid Embase (from 1974 to August 23, 2016); Ovid MEDLINE(R) In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations, Ovid MEDLINE(R) (from 1946 to August 23, 2016); Ovid MEDLINE(R) Epub Ahead of Print (August 23, 2016); Cochrane Library (September 23, 2016); and PubMed (September 23, 2016). The following search terms were used: simulation, transfer, orthopaedic*, orthopedic*. Boolean terms were used to combine the search terms. Two independent reviewers (JY, NW) completed a title and abstract review, and then a full-text screening of the articles that met the inclusion criteria. Reference lists of the included articles were manually searched for relevant studies. The reviewers met following each stage of the review and discussed any discrepancies until consensus was reached. We included articles that discussed trainees in orthopedic surgery (medical students, residents, fellows) and transfer of skills from simulation training to a clinical environment. Articles in fields outside orthopedic surgery, which focused on staff performance, and conference abstracts or reports that lacked sufficient detail were excluded.

**Results**

**Article selection**

The search revealed 94 studies from Ovid, 12 from Cochrane, and 101 from PubMed, giving a total of 207 studies. Of these studies, 80 duplicates were removed. The resulting 127 articles underwent title and abstract screening. Following this screening, 18 articles were selected for full-text review. Of these articles, 11 were included in the final qualitative analysis. Two articles were excluded due to insufficient information (conference abstract and report), and the other five articles excluded did not look at transfer to a clinical setting. Four papers were added following a hand-search of the reference lists, thus giving a total of 15 studies (Figure 1). Of the 15 included papers, there were four experimental studies and 11 review articles.

**Experimental study characteristics and outcomes**

Four experimental studies, published from 2008 to 2016, looked at the effect training orthopedic surgery residents (ranging across postgraduate years 1–5) on arthroscopy simulators...
Two of these studies investigated knee arthroscopy,\textsuperscript{12,13} while the other two investigated shoulder arthroscopy.\textsuperscript{14,15} While the specific evaluation tools used in all four studies differed, all studies measured performance with a checklist and a global rating scale (GRS). Three out of the four studies used at least one previously validated checklist or GRS.\textsuperscript{12,14,15} All four studies also used the time to complete the surgical task as an outcome measurement. Additionally, two of the studies incorporated motion analyses and looked at the efficiency of hand movements,\textsuperscript{22} using path length and number of hand movements as indices of performance.\textsuperscript{13,15} From these performance metrics, three of the four studies concluded skills transferred to performance of procedures on live patients,\textsuperscript{12,13,15} as evidenced by a significant difference between the simulation-trained and traditionally-trained (control) groups on at least one outcome measure (see Table 1 for further details).

In addition to varied outcomes, the four studies differed with respect to their methodologies and performance requirements. While three studies\textsuperscript{12,14,15} provided their control groups with the same learning materials as the simulation-trained group, including a video of the procedure and a procedural checklist, one study did not.\textsuperscript{13} Furthermore, one study required trainees to receive a perfect score on visualization and probing tasks before moving on to perform the surgical procedure on a live patient,\textsuperscript{12} two studies required a minimum
Another experimental study that used the same simulator model and a systematic review of simulation in arthroscopy, the experimental studies, Cannon et al and Waterman et al, defined fidelity of the simulation model used. Only two of the studies mentioned the transfer of skills to the clinical environment. Thus, only one study required trainees to achieve a perfect score before performing the surgical procedure on a live patient, whereas the other studies merely set a minimum number of attempts.

Finally, these studies also differed in how or if they defined fidelity of the simulation model used. Only two of the experimental studies, Cannon et al and Waterman et al, stated the fidelity of their simulation models (Table 1). The fidelity of the models used by Dunn et al and Howells et al were not provided directly, but were inferred from another experimental study that used the same simulator model and a systematic review of simulation in arthroscopy, respectively (Table 1).

### Review study characteristics

Eleven review studies were reviewed; these were published from 2010 to 2016. Five reviews explored arthroscopy simulation more broadly, including whether skills transferred into the OR. Three reviews evaluated the validity of simulator models in arthroscopy training. One reviewed arthroscopy techniques that can be taught using simulator models. Two reviews discussed the evidence to support the use of different simulator models in orthopedic training and mentioned the transfer of skills to the clinical environment in their discussions.

Most of these reviews included experimental studies that did not test whether skills transferred from a simulator model to the clinical setting and none of these reviews included any of the four experimental studies discussed in this paper.

### Outcome measures

The most common outcome measure among studies was the time to complete the surgical task. Most studies (and all studies that measured transfer) included a variety of additional outcome measures such as path length, number of collisions, economy of movement, and number of
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**Table 1 Experimental study characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Simulator model</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Assessment tools</th>
<th>Other outcomes</th>
<th>Principal results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dunn et al</td>
<td>Seventeen residents from different postgraduate years</td>
<td>ArthroVR shoulder simulator (high fidelity)</td>
<td>Four 15-minute one-on-one sessions with experienced arthroscopist over 3 months</td>
<td>Shoulder arthroscopy video, written procedural checklist, primed on simulator</td>
<td>ASSET GRS, 14-point anatomic checklist, ASSET safety score</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>No statistically significant differences between experimental and control groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterman et al</td>
<td>Twenty-two residents from different postgraduate years</td>
<td>ArthroVR shoulder simulator (high fidelity)</td>
<td>Shoulder arthroscopy video, slideshow of anatomy and arthroscopic images, four 15-minute one-on-one sessions on simulator with senior resident over 3 months</td>
<td>Shoulder arthroscopy video, slideshow of anatomy and arthroscopic images</td>
<td>ASSET GRS, 14-point anatomic checklist, ASSET safety score</td>
<td>Time, camera distance, probe distance</td>
<td>Experimental group did significantly better on ASSET safety score, time, and probe distance, compared to control group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannon et al</td>
<td>Forty-eight postgraduate year 3 residents</td>
<td>ArthroSim VR Arthroscopic Knee Simulator (high fidelity)</td>
<td>Knee arthroscopy video, written description of procedure, watch live clips, practice on simulator</td>
<td>Knee arthroscopy video, written description of procedure</td>
<td>Previously validated procedural checklist, GRS</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Experimental group did significantly better on checklist compared to control group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howells et al</td>
<td>Twenty junior residents with &lt;2 years of experience</td>
<td>Arthroscopy knee bench-top simulator (low fidelity)</td>
<td>Three sessions of six arthroscopies per session over 1 week</td>
<td>Regular training program</td>
<td>Orthopedic competence assessment project checklist, modified OSATS GRS</td>
<td>Total probe path length, time, and number of hand movements</td>
<td>Experimental group did significantly better on checklist and GRS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ASSET, Arthroscopic Surgery Skill Evaluation Tool; GRS, Global Rating Scale; OSATS, Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills; VR, virtual reality.
hand movements. The review by Aim et al. reported over 30 different outcome measures across 10 studies, and suggested a need to standardize the outcome measures used in simulation studies.

**Transfer of skills**

All of the reviews identified a need for further evidence on whether skills learned in simulation transfer to improved operative performance. Many of the reviews cited the paper of Howells et al. as the only study to date demonstrating transfer from simulation to the OR; however, the majority of the reviews were published prior to three of the four experimental studies included in this study. Several of the reviews also criticized the poor outcome measures and control group used in the Howells et al study. Furthermore, Hetaimish et al. highlighted that many studies examine the transfer of skills between different types of simulator models rather than transfer from simulator models to clinical performance.

**Construct validity**

Despite the lack of evidence supporting the transfer of skills from simulation to the clinical environment, most reviews found strong support for construct validity or the ability of simulator models and assessment tools to discriminate between different levels of experience. It is important to note that the construct in question could be interpreted not as “clinical performance”, but rather the ability to discriminate between levels of trainees’ skills on a simulator task. One review did not find strong support for construct validity (as defined above), though the authors suggested this might be due to practice effects on the simulator, rather than trainee experience with arthroscopic procedures. Another review suggested that although there was strong support for simulation models to discriminate between novices and experts, future studies should investigate whether models can discriminate between novices and intermediate learners.

**Competence**

The review studies also commented on the need to define competent performance in arthroscopic training. This includes defining what a competent performance on a simulator is, particularly as it relates to transfer into the clinical setting, how many simulation sessions it takes to facilitate the transfer of those skills, and lastly, how many arthroscopic procedures in the OR must be completed for a trainee to be deemed competent for independent practice.

**Fidelity**

Out of the 11 reviews, six commented only on the fidelity of specific simulator models (i.e., identified each model as being either high or low fidelity). Stirling et al. suggested high-fidelity simulators can provide haptic feedback, potentially facilitating the transfer of skills from simulation to the OR; they also suggested high fidelity might be more appropriate for senior surgeons. However, one paper discussed the conflicting evidence on whether high or low fidelity is more beneficial for learning surgical skills.

**Discussion**

This scoping review suggests evidence for the transfer of skills from simulation to the clinical environment remains sparse for surgical procedures related to the practice of orthopedic surgery. Importantly, none of the experimental studies reviewed focused on the transfer of skills from simulation to the clinical setting for open procedures.

Only four experimental studies measuring the transfer of arthroscopic skills acquired in simulation to performance in the OR were identified, with three concluding that transfer occurred. One experimental study showed a significant difference between simulation- and traditionally-trained trainees’ performance in simulation and the OR on a checklist, but not the GRS. One interpretation of this data is that the simulator helped trainees to learn the steps of the procedure, but did not help them to perform the procedure better in the clinical context, which calls into question the authors’ assertion of skill transfer. Another experimental study only showed a significant difference between the simulation- and traditionally-trained trainees on half of the outcomes they measured. Additionally, this study measured different aspects of performance in simulation (motion analysis) and the clinical setting (safety scores and a checklist), so it is difficult to determine whether improvements in performance in simulation were linked to, or transferred to, improved performance in the clinical setting. The variety of assessment tools and outcome measures used across the different studies not only makes it challenging to compare the different studies, but also raises questions as to what is the most appropriate strategy for measuring transfer of learning.

While most studies in this review used time to complete the surgical task as a measure of performance, other additional outcome measures, such as task-specific checklists, GRS, and motion analysis, were used in only some papers. The four experimental studies included in this review used checklists and GRS, which are traditionally used to measure surgical skill performance in the clinical setting. Checklists
measure knowledge or steps of a procedure, and GRS captures how well the task was completed. As such, a GRS is a useful supplement to checklists as it is able to distinguish between novices and experts, as both groups might know the steps but have a significant difference in performance. It has also been shown that as trainees become more familiar with procedures, some of the underlying neural processes become automatized, which results in poorer performance on task-specific checklists. Educators may consider focusing on GRS to ensure patient safety and readiness for trainees to move on to the next phase of training.

Another weakness of the studies reviewed relates to the issue of the validity of the tools that were used to assess performance. Since validity is context specific, educators should be mindful when applying a “validated” tool into a new context without proper testing. This is of particular importance for studies investigating transfer, as the simulated and clinical settings are different contexts. Thus, studies investigating transfer should establish validity of outcome measures in both the simulated and clinical settings being used. Using the same validated outcome measures in both settings will allow for appropriate comparisons to establish transfer of learning.

Another tool that was used to measure performance is motion analysis, which can generate metrics such as number of collisions, number of hand movements, and path length to provide information on the level of skill with which a technique is performed. The literature suggests that motion analysis measures are able to accurately discriminate between trainees with different levels of arthroscopic experience and thus have strong construct validity as defined by the studies in this review. Nevertheless, there remains a lack of evidence supporting whether motion analysis can predict transfer of learning from a simulation laboratory to the clinical setting. Furthermore, motion analysis is rarely used in the OR, making the comparison of performance between simulation and the clinical setting challenging.

Clearly, more research needs to be focused on measuring how skills transfer from the simulation laboratory to the clinical setting in orthopedic surgery. Determination of the most appropriate outcome measures to assess competency for procedures performed in orthopedics must be developed, validated, and assessed. Moreover, in light of the recent focus on competency-based medical education, the lack of the understanding of what defines competence has broader implications for determining whether a trainee is able to practice independently. Moving forward, educators must create evaluation frameworks that clearly define competence, so that training programs can meaningfully compare performance in simulation to the clinical environment, or implement simulation training in competency-based curricula.

Lastly, another critical component to successfully incorporating simulation into surgical training is the fidelity of the learning model. While the fidelity of simulator models in the experimental articles in this review were identified, we were unable to determine if transfer of skills from simulation to the OR is different between low- and high-fidelity models, due to the varying outcome measures across studies. The reviews included in this paper suggested that a difference does exist between low- versus high-fidelity models for the transfer of learning, but did not elaborate on their reasoning for this. In 2012, Norman et al conducted a review of studies comparing low- and high-fidelity models and concluded that the benefits gained from low- and high-fidelity models are equivalent. However, this may have been due to many simulators being incorrectly labeled as “high fidelity”, when, in fact, the functional fidelity of the model is low. For example, a virtual reality simulator may place the participant in an environment that looks real; however, if they are not forced to use their hands the way they would in the OR (haptic feedback, space limitations, and so on), the simulator would be high in physical fidelity but low in functional fidelity. These two subsets of fidelity should be carefully considered, so that the fidelity of simulation models can be adjusted to optimize learning based on the level of the learner and hopefully enhance transfer of skills to the clinical setting.

Conclusion
More work needs to be done regarding the transfer of skills from the simulation environment to the clinical setting in orthopedic surgery. Studies need to use reliable and consistent outcomes, include clear definitions of competence, and consider both physical and functional fidelity. Tools used to measure transfer of skills from the simulation laboratory to the clinical setting should be validated in the context in which they are being used, and the same aspects of performance should be measured in simulation and the clinical setting. Improving these aspects of simulation studies in orthopedic surgery will help determine whether skills can be transferred into the clinical environment, and will help training programs better assess the competence of their trainees.
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